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Understanding the Features 
in the Cosmic Ray spectra



Some of this  presentation based on:



COSMIC RAYS

Measurement at 
single point (the Earth)
 and  (efectively) single time (Now)
                                        
                                          [slow time  variations,
                                          geological record carries some information]  

Space and time integrated  average  of 

the emission of  particles  by  many sources 
in the Galaxy and in the universe, 
also shaped by propagation efects.



MILKY WAY

Solar 
system

Galactic High 
Energy sources

Galactic Cosmic Rays



 “Bubble” of  cosmic rays
  generated in the Milky Way
  and contained by  the  
  Galaxy magnetic feld

  Space extension and 
  properties of this “CR bubble”
  remain very uncertain

Extragalactic
contribution
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Generally accepted ideas  about the formation of the

Galactic Cosmic Ray Spectra:

1.   The observed CR spectra are shaped by 
     their sources and by propagation efects:

2.  The Sources are discrete,  and transients 
    (such as SNR  or GRB)



3.  The (dominant) sources accelerate particles 
     in a broad energy range    with  a 

   “universal” source  spectral shape
    with a unique acceleration mechanism

    [probably:  Fermi frst order acceleration].

     The shape of the source spectrum  is a power-
law:

4.  Propagation  efects  have also a simple 
    power-law  dependence  on rigidity.



5.  The resulting  spectra  are then 
     (in a broad energy range)  of power law form:

 

With a spectral index 
determined  by (sources) +  (propagation)



5.  The resulting  spectra  are then 
     (in a broad energy range)  of power law form:

 

With a spectral index 
determined  by (sources) +  (propagation)

Problems for the study of Galactic Cosmic Rays:

● Determine the slopes

● Identify the sources  

  



5.  The resulting  spectra  are then 
     (in a broad energy range)  of power law form:

 

With a spectral index 
determined  by (sources) +  (propagation)

Recent measurement  of the CR spectra have however 
revealed  that they are not exactly of power-law form.

The spectral index is depends on energy
and one observes “features”.

Lively debate about the origin of these “features”.



“Knee” 

Solar Modulations

“Ankle”

GZK Cutof  ? 

CR spectra



“Knee” 

Solar Modulations

“Ankle”

GZK Cutof  ? 

CR spectra

“Pamela Hardening”

“10 TeV proton softening”  [Dampe (et al.)]

? other features ?

“Low energy ankle”

“2nd Knee” 

? other features ?



PAMELA  (2011)

Proton, Helium 

spectra





Cream III   (2010)
 Proton Spectrum

“Discrepant
 Hardening”



 Protons  Helium 

CREAM data “hint” of a softening [E = 10 TeV]



DAMPE (2019)     [Clear detection of a
softening]



AMS02  (2015)



CALET (2019).   Proton fux Description of the 
Hardening



Global ft to to the data   [PL + Silvia Vernetto   
                                            astro-ph/1911.01311]



Functional  form  for one   “spectral feature”



Functional  form  for one   “spectral feature”

Two spectral  features





Global ft to to the data   [PL + Silvia Vernetto   
                                            astro-ph/1911.01311]



Natural questions:

Spectra of other nuclear components  (He, C, O, …)
[“Rigidity dependent structures ?]

How should one extrapolate the spectrum
to higher energy ?

What is the origin of this spectral structures ?

What are we learning about 
the CR sources/propagation  ?



Natural questions:

Spectra of other nuclear components  (He, C, O, …)
[“Rigidity dependent structures ?]

How should one extrapolate the spectrum
to higher energy ?

What is the origin of this spectral structures ?

What are we learning about 
the CR sources/propagation  ?

LHAASO  can have crucial role for this problem



ARGO-YBJ  “light” (proton + helium) fux



 Proton Measurements 
 in the Knee region





 Proton Measurements 
 in the Knee region

 Is there additional “structure” in the proton spectrum ? 



Indirect Measurements of CR spectra + composition

● Detection methods + Algorithms 

● Modeling of Hadronic Interactions

The high quality of the LHAASO  observations
require (and will stimulate and guide)
the development of  an understanding of

non-perturbative  QCD 
the “Dark side of the Standard Model”



How can  one  explain  
“multi-feature”   CR  spectra

Literature on the “Pamela Hardening”  (1 feature)

1.  Modify Propagation  (critical rigidity)

2.  Two classes of sources



How can  one  explain  
“multi-feature”   CR  spectra

Literature on the “Pamela Hardening”  (1 feature)

1.  Modify Propagation  (critical rigidity)

2.  Two classes of sources

All these models  predicted an unbroken spectrum  up to the “Knee”
and have to be revised  after the discovery of the 10 TeV softening.
Generalizations to 2, 3,   features  possible but perhaps to “contrived”



Well  known idea:

Identify the CR sources, and  determine 
(using gamma-ray observations)
the  spectral shape of  freshly accelerated particles
inside (or near) these sources 



 FERMI-LAT   Fourth General Catalog  (4FGL) '

 5066 sources 



The 4FGL catalog  gives a “best ft”  spectrum
for all sources.  In one of three functional  forms:

Power-Law

Log-Parabola

“Cutof”

(3543 sources)

(1303 sources)

(218 Pulsars, LMC, 3C 454.3)



40  Supernova sources  in the 4FGL
25 Log-parabola fts  [90.1 % of the fux in the 1-100 GeV range]

15  Power-law fts 



Very broad range of
spectral  shapes !

Is this consistent with the “standard picture”
for Galactic CR  acceleration ?
(a)  Acceleration in SNR
(b)  Power-law spectrum with unique spectral index 



Very broad range of
spectral  shapes !

Is this consistent with the “standard picture”
for Galactic CR  acceleration ?
(a)  Acceleration in SNR
(b)  Power-law spectrum with unique spectral index 

May be
YES.

1. Diferent ages
2.  Diferent environments

May be NO...  Can the sum of “curved” spectra
 combine to form a power-law spectrum ?



 Can the sum of “curved” spectra
 combine to form a power-law spectrum ?

Yes !

It happens for the
 the emission of the ensemble of blazars 
(that dominate the extragalactic  gamma-ray fux).



Select sources in the Galactic Polar regions
Exclude Pulsars:

3223  sources

      1   “cutof”   3C 454.3
2629   power-law
 543    log-parabola    (60% of the 1-100 GeV fux) 



30  brightest extragalactic sources 
[3C454.3   + 29 others all log-parabola]









Total 
Extragalactic
Gamma
Background  (EGB)

Fermi-LAT  fts to the extragalactic fux

Isotropic
Gamma Ray
Background  (IGRB)



Slope of a Log-Parabola spectrum: 

Takes all values from            to 

Characteristic energy 

[maximum of the SED (spectral index distribution)]

Broad range of values
From   10 MeV
To      100 GeV



It is straightforward to show that:

Ensemble of sources
that generate  spectra
with characteristic energy E*
depends as a power law on E*

[“hard” sources 
are less frequent 
that “soft” sources]

The average spectrum is
a power law 
with the same slope



It is straightforward to show that:

Ensemble of sources
that generate  spectra
with characteristic energy E*
depends as a power law on E*

[“hard” sources 
are less frequent 
that “soft” sources]

The average spectrum is
a power law 
with the same slope

The exponent 2.30 of the extragalactic gamma-ray emission
emerges from the “statistical properties” of the ensemble
of the blazar fares 



Power-law  distributions 

appear widely in a very  broad range of felds:  
physics,  biology, earth and planetary science
economics and fnances,  social sciences, 
…..    

The origin  of power-law  behavior has been 
a topic of  debate for more than a century 



Earthquakes in California
1910-1992

Gutenberg-Richter law
for earthquake frequency
as a function of magnitude



Cumulative distributions
of Moon craters



Frequency
of unique words
in Moby Dick
(Heman Melville)







“Sand Pile”
 model

Concept of “Self Organized Criticality”





Cellular Automata

Model of a “sand pile"

Per Bak (1948-2002)



Lattice represents a “landscape”.

One tree can  grow in each square.

Trees  grow  randomly in an empty square.

Fires (“lightnings”) start randomly in one flled square 
and the fre propagates to all adjacent flled points,
burning the entire connected cluster. 

“Forest fre  model”



Cumulative  distribution
of size of “fres” in a 
numerical simulation 
for a (5000 x 5000) lattice 

“Forest fre  model”



[lattice  size: 1000 km]



Distribution 
of energy of solar fares





Final  Comments:
[*]  A detailed study of the (component separated)
      CR spectra in the entire energy range    [10 TeV – 10 PeV] 
      is a challenging and  very important task.

[*]  Modeling of hadronic interactions  is
      crucial for the success of the LHAASO  program 
      on Cosmic Ray spectra.

[*]   “Curved” Log-parabola spectra  account for
        most of the gamma-ray spectra observed by Fermi.
        An in depth  study is necessary.
          
[*]   There is evidence that the statistical
        properties of blazar faring is a “Critical Phenomenon”
        [analogy with solar fares  should be studied in more detail]

[*]  The concepts could perhaps also be  relevant for
      Galactic Cosmic Rays  (with a source spectrum
      Formed by components of diferent shape, that
      Combine to a sum that is only approximately a power-law] 
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